MATCH THE WEAPONS

All of the weapons and vehicles have gotten mixed up! Draw a line from the objects in the center to the correct tribe on the outside to return them to the correct group. Some tribes may have more than one weapon or vehicle.
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FIND THE CHI

Cragger is hunting for more CHI to aid him in defeating the Lion tribe. Guide Laval through the maze to help him find it first and protect his tribe.
1. Starting as the original Robin, Dick Grayson eventually struck out on his own to become this hero, though he still comes to Batman’s aid when needed!

2. This psychiatric hospital is used to house Gotham’s biggest crooks and super-villains, though somehow they always manage to escape!

3. Hidden beneath Wayne Manor, this is Batman’s headquarters and is where he keeps his suits and weapons.

4. This is Batman’s most-trusted sidekick. He is quipped with his very own yellow cape and symbol.

5. Alternating between both enemy and friend, this jewelry robber rides around Gotham City on her motorbike with her whip in tow.

6. Originally from Krypton and currently living in Metropolis, this super hero occasionally teams up with Batman to help fight crime.

7. Known for his scarred face with its perpetual grin, this villain is the self-titled Clown Prince of Crime.

8. One of Batman’s oldest foes, he is always in a three-piece suit and is never far from his trick umbrella.

9. This villain uses her knowledge of dangerous plants to commit ecological crimes all around Gotham City.

10. Armed with her magical Golden Lasso of Truth, this hero is a warrior princess from the island of Themyscira.

11. This villain gets his super-strength from the Venom-dispensing mask he constantly wears.

12. This base is the headquarters for The Joker and The Riddler and is full of booby traps and sinister rides.

13. Once a psychiatrist, this villainess fell in love with the Joker and joined him on causing mayhem throughout Gotham.

14. Having served the Wayne family for years, this butler is a trusted advisor to Batman and takes care of the super hero when he gets hurt.
FIND THE LEGO® FRIENDS!
See how many people and places from Heartlake City you can find in the word search below.

Stephanie
Mia
Emma
Olivia
Andrea
Heartlake City
Bella
Robin
Zobo
Pet Petrol
City Park Café
Butterfly Beauty Shop
Flying Club
Friends Club
Treehouse HQ
PLAN THE NEXT LEGO® FRIENDS ADVENTURE!

Stephanie is planning a trip for the whole Friends Club, but she needs to pick up supplies and pack some treats for the road. Help her decide on what to prepare by filling in the blanks below, then go back and read what you’ve decided for the friends!

Stephanie loves to explore and plans to take her ___________ (adjective) convertible and drive her friends to ___________ (place). But first, she’ll need supplies! She ___________ (verb) into her car and goes to the ___________ (place) to get ___________ (plural noun) and some ___________ (plural noun).

She also bakes some ___________ (noun) for Olivia as they are her favorite!

She makes sure she has lots of ___________ (adjective) music on her MP3 player for the ride, as the trip will take them ___________ (length of time).

Stephanie makes sure CoCo has ___________ (past-tense verb), and then drives to ___________ (place) to pick up Andrea. They meet the rest of the girls at Treehouse HQ, and then head out for their ___________ (adjective) adventure!
A NEW SOLDIER IS BORN

Count Dooku has engineered a new army of Force-powered Sith clones to fight for the Empire! Yet Yoda senses kindness in the first clone that’s created and tries to persuade him to follow the light side of the Force. Connect the dots to reveal this mysterious friend or foe.

Answer: Jek-14
A GLANCE INTO YODA'S PAST

More than 900 years old, Yoda has met many people and traveled to countless worlds in the Republic. Search the grid below to see if you can find just some of the people he’s met and places he’s seen over the years.

Yoda
Anakin
Chewbacca
Han Solo
Mace Windu
Padawan
Skywalker
Emperor Palpatine
Count Dooku
Jedi
Jabba the Hut
Dagobah
Obi-Wan Kenobi
Tatooine
Naboo
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MASTERS OF LEGO® NINJAGO
How well do you the Masters of Spinjitzu and their enemies?
Fill out the crossword below to find out if you are a master of this LEGO world!

ACROSS
4. Leader of the Hypnobrai tribe
8. King of the Serpentine
11. Possess the power of all four man Elements
13. Two-headed leader of the Fangpyre Tribe
14. Ninja of Fire

DOWN
1. Ninja of Earth
2. First Elemental Dragon the ninjas encounter
3. Ninja of Lightning
5. Trainer of the four ninjas
6. King of the Underworld
7. Ancient form of martial arts
9. Race that used to rule Ninjago
10. Leader of the Skeleton Army
12. Ninja of Ice
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MASTER THE ART OF COLORING

Brighten the world of LEGO® Ninjago by coloring in your favorite Ninjago Characters!
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LEGO® MINIFIGURE MIX-UP
Can you unscramble the names of these popular minifigures to reveal their identities?

VLAAL

__________________________

ERIHONEM GARREGN

__________________________

ACNAPIT KAJC RASWPOR

__________________________

OKRJE

__________________________

NSEEIS UW

__________________________

PNMURAES

__________________________

SSERRPOFO DRBHILACA AHLE

__________________________

AOAKSH TAON

__________________________

RCAALZ

__________________________

ORN SEAWELEY

__________________________

ORDL NRDAAGMO

__________________________

AATMNK

__________________________

KIAANN AYLSEWRKK

__________________________

YVDA EONSJ

__________________________
CREATE YOUR OWN LEGO® SCENE

Use the stickers from your LEGO® sticker collections to design your very own LEGO world!
WHERE WILL YOUR IMAGINATION TAKE YOU?

Use your imagination and build your own LEGO® creation.
Use the space below to write a story about it.